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Racism persists in the work we do as architects, architec-
ture students, and architectural educators. In this paper, we 
combine sociological theories of colorblind racism and white 
hegemony with an analysis of architectural design processes. 
We draw from wri� ngs, poetry, imagery, and renderings as 
media that aid in making architecture’s racial discrimina-
� on visible. We propose ways of thinking about colorblind 
racism in design that we hope will aid design prac� � oners, 
students, and teachers in countering hegemonic racist ide-
ologies that are present in our work. We consider ways that 
in our prac� ces and our teaching, we conceptualize space 
as colorblind, we render those spaces as white, hegemonic, 
and norma� ve, and we disengage when those spaces sustain 
racism. We argue that our failure to see the racializa� on of 
the spaces we imagine is an expression of colorblind racism. 

INTRODUCTION
“Well, plans and sec� ons as drawings are inherently racist.” 
The idea, perhaps more radical sounding than actually pro-
voca� ve, was shared by a par� cipant in our workshop on 
racism and design at the Associa� on of Collegiate Schools of 
Architecture (ACSA) fall 2019 conference. The phrase sounded 
more conten� ous than the reac� on it provoked because most 
folks in the room seemed to understand the premise of the 
comment. If debated, we imagine diff erences of opinion would 
emerge. Most in the room appeared to recognize that ra� onal, 
measured forms of recording, communica� ng, and delineat-
ing space were among the many tools that enabled and were 
enabled by colonialism. In the US, modern racism joined the 
history of colonial violence since the slave revolts and sub-
sequent racial forma� ons in the US. The ra� onal regula� on 
and segrega� on of spaces and the bodies that occupy them 
implicate plans and sec� ons in our racist history. This was the 
understanding that was presumed evoked by the par� cipant 
in our workshop.

The reac� on--or lack thereof--to their statement reminds 
us of the dis� nc� on between racist ac� ons that are obvious 
enough to denounce and those racist ac� ons that are hidden 
in ways that we are blind to. This dis� nc� on between forms 
of racism underscores how racist ideologies are hegemonic 
and how they show up in architecture. Racist ideologies 
serve those in power and are perpetuated through people’s 
thoughts and ac� ons. At the workshop, we were reminded 

that in architecture, the hegemony of racist ideologies is pres-
ent even in our drawing conven� ons. (That this is obvious to a 
few and hard to grasp for most speaks to the power of hege-
monic ideologies.)

In this paper, as in our conference session, we hope to make 
visible the hegemonic ways that racism persists in the work 
we do as architects, architecture students, and architectural 
educators. We combine sociological theories of colorblind 
racism and white hegemony with an analysis of architectural 
design processes. We draw from wri� ngs, poetry, imagery, and 
renderings as media that aid in making architecture’s racial 
discrimina� on visible. We propose ways of thinking about 
colorblind racism in space that we hope will aid design prac-
� � oners, students, and teachers in countering hegemonic 
racist ideologies that are present in our work. To achieve 
this, our paper is structured as a series of vigne� es that 
express the range of ways racism is perpetuated and infl icted 
through architecture.

COLORBLIND RACISM
We intend this fi rst image not as a picture of the infrastruc-
ture of segrega� on that it depicts, but as a reminder of the 
range of trades involved in that infrastructure’s realiza� on. 
A number of people par� cipated in imagining, loca� ng, 
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Figure 1. Segrega� on. (Source: h� ps://gaze� e.com/editorial-cu-
boulder-s-separate-but-equal-segregated-dorm/ar� cle_b809840d-
59e9-544c-830e-f1e230a4adaf.html)
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drawing, specifying, purchasing, installing, and maintaining 
these water fountains that reinforced an imagined diff erence 
between people with more or less dark skin. This is to say 
nothing of the impact of this infrastructure on those who saw, 
used, and see it.  

If we presume that architects were involved in the realiza� on 
of these fountains, we imagine they occupied one or more 
of the following posi� ons: they may have not thought much 
of what they drew on their plans, because it was “how things 
were done”; they may have disliked the use of separate water 
fountains, but included them because “they were required 
to”; they may have drawn them with a sense of purpose 
because they believed in the ideologies that segrega� on 
refl ects; or they may have used their design to “promote 
equality” by providing both races with equal access to safe 
water. Ibram Kendi defi nes racism as, “the marriage of racist 
policies and racist ideas that produces and mornalizes racial 
inequi� es.” In each scenario, the architect perpetuates rac-
ism. Kendi defi nes a racist as, “one who is suppor� ng a racist 
policy through their ac� ons or inac� on or expressing a racist 
idea.” With this defi ni� on, in each of these scenarios, the 
architect is racist. 

How those architects would have reacted to this label is useful 
for us to consider. Their discomfort stems from being labeled 
as someone who prejudices and harms the racial other. 
Wri� ng on the subtle opera� ons of racism, Eduardo Bonilla 
Silva notes, “whereas for most whites racism is prejudice, for 
most people of color racism is systemic or ins� tu� onalized.” 
With this dis� nc� on, we see that architects par� cipa� ng in a 
system of ins� tu� onalized segrega� on (in this case) are par� ci-
pa� ng in racism. How they framed or jus� fi ed their work--as 
apathe� c, forced, supremacist, or reformist--is irrelevant to 
the racism they shape.

Spaces of overt racism persist. This vignette is intended as 
an obvious representation of ideologies that exist in less 
obvious representations (such as those figured below). 
Prison design is an articulation of racist ideologies that 
are expressed beyond prison walls. Back and brown bod-
ies are criminalized in white spaces (e.g. white-dominated 
suburbs) and in black spaces (e.g. underserved inner-city 
neighborhoods). The segregation that occurs with white 
residents reporting black neighbors to the police is spatial 
in similar ways that paint stripes on prison floors restrict 
the privilege of movement for black bodies. Analogously, 
the segregation that occurs with police arresting black 
youth for possession of marijuana is spatial in ways similar 
to a prison’s inescapable space of inevitable violent and 
arbitrary punishment. 

Before the civil rights movement ended Jim Crow racist poli-
cies, the privilege of mobility and freedom from harassment 
were offi  cially withheld from black bodies. But what was 
offi  cial and regulated then is hegemonic and entrenched 
now. “Instead of saying as they used to say during the Jim 
Crow era that they do not want us as neighbors, they say 
things nowadays such as ‘I am concerned about crime, 
property values and schools;’” Bonilla-Silva adds, “this new 
[colorblind racist] ideology has become a formidable poli� -
cal tool for the maintenance of the racial order.” Seeing the 
architecture of prisons in connec� on to the architecture of 
spaces beyond their walls implores a broader view of rac-
ism in architecture. Architecture’s racial discrimina� on is not 
restricted to a typology in the same way that prejudice is not 
restricted to individuals. Architecture’s racism is ins� tu� on-
alized and systemic. 

Until we accept this premise, we perpetuate a 
hegemonic racism.

Figure 2.  Controlling and disciplining bodies. (Source: h� ps://www.
bbc.com/news/av/magazine-26843600/inside-america-s-2bn-
immigrant-deten� on-industry)

Figure 3. White hegemonic space. (Source: rendering of the Evere�  
and Jane Hauck Auditorium of the Hoover Ins� tu� on at Stanford 
University, CA, h� ps://www.hoover.org/events/century-ideas-tax-
and-monetary-reform-ideas-ac� ons-over-one-hundred-years) 
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Sociologist of social movements, Joyce Bell, describes court-
rooms as “white hegemonic space.” Wri� ng about tac� cs that 
black libera� on ac� vists used in courtrooms in the late 1960s, 
Bell describes courtroom architecture as part of a racist jus� ce 
system. Black ac� vists on trial used their bodies--their appear-
ance, loca� on, and movement--as poli� cal tac� cs to counter the 
courtroom’s racializing strategies. Those strategies, expressed 
in architecture, leveraged hierarchy and power inequality, 
symbolism through portraiture of white jus� ces, and the place-
ment of disciplining bodies in strategic loca� ons in the room. 
“The courtroom—opera� ng as hegemonic white space—was 
a site of contesta� on by Black Power ac� vists who found ways 
to challenge the legal, ideological, and physical space of the 
courtroom.” Purportedly just and equitable, the architecture of 
the courtroom refl ects colorblind racism’s ability to maintain a 
racial order. The contrast between the colorblind architecture of 
the courtroom and the overtly racist architecture of the prison  
(Figure 2) indicates how design fi gures in white hegemony. 

As a thought experiment, we invite the reader (as we invited 
the par� cipants at the discussion at the ACSA mee� ng) to con-
sider ways colorblind racism may be evident in the rendering 
shown above (in Figure 3). The whiteness of the silhoue� es is 
perhaps the least relevant detail. The homogeneity of white 
silhoue� es may be a more compelling way to start to think 
about color blindness in how architects literally and fi gura� vely 
render space. The persistence of hierarchy, limits on mobil-
ity and circula� on, the physical manifesta� on of an arguably 
oppressive form of pedagogy, and the ins� tu� onal context of 
the Hoover Ins� tu� on, located at Stanford University are other 
potent star� ng points for this experiment.   

We invite the reader to consider the sequence of segrega� on 
that begins with the image of the water fountains (Figure 1), 
expands with the image of the prison (Figure 2), and lands with 
the image of the Evere�  and Jane Hauck Auditorium (Figure 3). 
The forms of racism vary in this sequence. To some, they become 
less visible but to others, more unbearable. We designed racist 

spaces of segrega� on during Jim Crow; we design racist spaces 
of unjust punishment under the New Jim Crow of incarcera� on 
of black and brown bodies; and (with or without knowing it), in 
many cases, we design racist spaces of what Bell calls out as the 
white hegemony of ins� tu� onal spaces. 

Architecture operates through media that reproduce its signif-
icance. Images like the one shown here (Figure 4) perpetuate 
hegemonic ideologies about who belongs in space and who 
space belongs to. We consider our social responsibility as 
architects � ed up with ways the spaces we design are repro-
duced. Our design work, our renderings of users in buildings, 
and marke� ng shoots involving buildings we design all serve to 
encourage access to some while discouraging access to others. 
As an illustra� on of the power of this imagina� on that we help 
produce, consider the following passage by Claudia Rankine 
from Ci� zen: An American Lyric.

The new therapist specializes in trauma counseling. You 
have only ever spoken on the phone. Her house has a side 
gate that leads to a back entrance she uses for pa� ents. You 
walk down a path bordered on both sides with deer grass 
and rosemary to the gate, which turns out to be locked.

At the front door the bell is a small round disc that you 
press fi rmly. When the door fi nally opens, the women 
standing there yells, at the top of her lungs, Get away from 
my house! What are you doing in my yard?

It’s as if a wounded Doberman pinscher or a German 
shepherd has gained the power of speech. And though 
you back up a few steps, you manage to tell her you have 
an appointment. You have an appointment? she spits 
back. Then she pauses. Everything pauses. Oh, she says, 
followed by, oh, yes, that’s right. I am sorry.

I am so sorry, so, so sorry. 

Figure 4. Designing norma� vity. (Source:h� ps://www.thespruce.com/
ranch-house-plans-for-america-177540)

Figure 5. Twin Lakes Community, Sanford, FA. (Source: public domain 
image provided by Mt6617 on Wikimedia)
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Figure 6. Space as conceived (a), rendered (b), and experienced (c). (Source: images by Ana Colon Quiñones)

(a)

(b)

(c)
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Our failure to see the racializa� on of the spaces we imagine is 
an expression of colorblind racism. Bonilla-Silva argues that, 
“contemporary racial inequality is reproduced through ‘new 
racism’ prac� ces that are subtle, ins� tu� onal, and apparently 
nonracial.” Just as the heteronorma� vity of space “lands with 
violence” upon the bodies of queer youth in certain spaces, 
so to does the colorblindness of space. The eff ects of an archi-
tectural or spa� al colorblind racism range from indiff erence 
to discomfort to harm. (Libera� on and empowerment are not 
present in this spectrum.

If we fail to see how a space like the Retreat at Twin Lakes is 
racialized, we fail to imagine an an� -racist posi� on for archi-
tects. Twin Lakes is the designed space where Treyvon Mar� n’s 
blackness was suffi  cient to draw a� en� on, to create discom-
fort, and to jus� fy his destruc� on.

RENDERING SPACES COLORBLIND
In our prac� ces and our teaching, we conceptualize space 
as colorblind. We render those spaces as white, hegemonic, 
and norma� ve. And we disengage when those spaces sustain 
racism. The next sequence of images (Figure 6) are reconstruc-
� ons of the space on Staten Island where Eric Garner was killed 
on July 17, 2014. We intend for these reconstruc� ons to mimic 
the technologies and visualiza� ons that we use as architects 
and students to produce and share our designs. The center 
image (Figure 6-b) shows ways we render these spaces and 
construct an imagined occupa� on of space.  Our ac� ve color-
blindness o� en reveals itself forcefully at this stage of design. 
The image at the bo� om (Figure 6-c) depicts the racist killing 
of Eric Gardner in this space. 

The ques� on of whether the architecture--the product, the 
buildings, and streetscape--directly resulted in racial violence 
is not one we pose here. Rather, we ask if the services that 
architects employ in fi gura� vely and literally rendering these 
spaces is racist.

Ibram Kendi defi nes racist policies as, “any [measures] that 
produces or sustain racial inequity between racial groups.” 
And he defi nes policies as “wri� en and unwri� en laws, rules, 
procedures, processes, regula� ons, and guidelines that govern 
people.” If we extrapolate from policy to architecture--with 
architecture represen� ng regula� ons, guidelines, and spaces 
that govern people--Kendi’s defi ni� ons tell us that the answer 
to the ques� on posed above is yes.

The message that Ta-Nehisi Coates gives to his son and to 
his readers is that the violence of racism transcends most of 
our colorblind concep� ons of racism and that it does so with 
extreme consequences:

But all our phrasing—race rela� ons, racial chasm, racial 
jus� ce, racial profi ling, white privilege, even white 
supremacy—serves to obscure that racism is a visceral 

experience, that it dislodges brains, blocks airways, rips 
muscle, extracts organs, cracks bones, breaks teeth. You 
must never look away from this. You must always remem-
ber that the sociology, the history, the economics, the 
graphs, the charts, the regressions all land, with great 
violence, upon the body.

Add design to this list.

FORMING ANTI-RACIST SPACES
Eduardo Bonilla-Silva implores his readers, “[to] work to 
transi� on from the liberal stand (i.e., being a good, tolerant 
person) to becoming an an� racist. While the former stand 
cohabitates with racism—good people can harbor radicalized 
views and emo� ons, the la� er stand requires a permanent war 
against racism.” Similarly, we implore architecture students, 
prac� � oners, and educators to become an� -racist. Our goal 
with this paper is to contribute to eff orts at defi ning ways 
we might do so. 

At the 2019 ACSA Fall Conference, we organized a conversa-
� on that built on the ideas presented in this paper. A� er a 
brief presenta� on of the images and quota� ons above, we col-
lec� vely explored our responses to the following prompts: As 
architectural educators, what tools might we use to become 
more conscious of racist and white hegemonic space? And 
what tac� cs might we employ to form an� -racist and counter-
hegemonic space?

Approximately twenty par� cipants were tasked with sketch-
ing and analyzing spaces of the conference. Par� cipants 
were asked to create a basic architectural drawing of their 
assigned space and then to iden� fy aspects of their space that 
might refl ect white hegemonic ideology. In groups of three,  
par� cipants fi rst created sketches of the room of the presen-
ta� on, the foyer outside its door, the plaza at the entrance 
to the foyer, the entrance to the building complex, the apex 
of Stanford University’s Oval Drive, and the entrance of the 
nearby Hoover Ins� tu� on. Following this, with sheets of vel-
lum, they overlaid ideas of elements in the space that were 
racist. Drawings included plans, sec� ons, perspec� ves, and an 
exquisite corpse exercise. Par� cipants considered basic ele-
ments of architecture, forms, use, symbols, program, material, 
hierarchy, circula� on, and surveillance.

A� er working on these drawing exercises, we reconvened to 
discuss, fi rst, how might we analyze architecture as racist; 
second, how we might decode white hegemonic space; and 
fi nally, how we might render space an� -racist.

Par� cipants iden� fi ed the spa� al structure of the Beaux Arts-
inspired campus plan as an oppressive colonial model; the 
persistence of the white gaze of statues of white men that 
adorned buildings on a principal axis of the campus; the sense 
of confi nement and exposure that topographic manipula� ons 
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off ered in primary circula� on paths; the presence of cameras 
as indica� ve of surveillance that dispropor� onately aff ects 
persons of color; the aliena� ng and decep� ve hardness of 
one- and two-way glass surfaces adjacent to programmed 
outdoor spaces; the restric� ve sense of mobility reinforced 
by limited access to buildings; the inherent racism of plan and 
sec� on drawings as a form of expressing and analyzing space;  
and vegeta� on as welcoming in contrast to plan� ng schemes 
that reinforce disciplined mobility. Our debate extended to a 
considera� on of the design, construc� on, and uses of space in 
entrenching a white hegemonic order. 

We see the conversa� ons at the conference as a contribu-
� on to eff orts by a range of architects, scholars, and ac� vists 
in iden� fying and dissen� ng against the hegemony of white 
space. We seek to learn from and to join the eff orts of those 
designers a� emp� ng to form an� -racist spaces. We hope 
the vigne� es off ered here provide some provoca� on in get-
� ng us all there.
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